
Djane My Canaria
Since Djane My Canaria was a little child she is 
infected by the music. At the begin she used 
mono  +  stereo  recording  on  tapes  and 
collected old speakers witch were trashed by 
the  neighbor-  hood.  Everybody at  the  living 
room  had  to  be  quiet  as  she  recorded  her 
tapes  by  using  the  integrated  microphone... 
Since this time she called music to the most 
important  thing  of  her  life.  Already  a  lot  of 
years now, My Canaria is amusing her friends 
and her families with her recordings at tapes 
and CD. In the Year  2009 she becomes her 
first producing software and her music fever 
still burned a little higher again. Making even more and more grooves , loops 
collecting samples all  over the world she went deeper and deeper into the 
producing scene. Djane My Canaria begins to collect a familiar fan base by 
releasing her  works  at  her  youtube canal.  After  the  4th.  time a  track got 
played @ germans biggest dance radio "Sunshine Life" she place her first track 
at a benefit compilation called "Music4Life - Die Charity CD" before she was 
happy about she got signed by YouVV Music as upcoming talent. This was end 
of 2012... and now?

Official short Biography:
Music is My Life - this is what Djane My Canaria embodies. With all her heart, 
she  donated  the  second  of  her  tracks  for  the  charity  compilation  named 
Music4Life - The charity project.
Under her label YouVV she published her single "Back on Track" which bashed 
in like a bomb, it was placed in the UK´s Top 10 so she could increase her fan 

base extremely. That we 
have to count with here, 
Djane My Canaria shows 
with  her  latest  release 
named  Wants  It.  With 
here  Rebuild  mix  she 
has  catched  her  next 
chart  position.  Her  first 
TOP  No.1  TRACK  was 
succeeded.

Get that Volume
The voltage increases! After her second top 10 

hit in the UK's & here first No1. Tech- House bomb wants it, Djane My Canaria 
now conjures us this wonderful dancy EP, Get that Volume. YouVV is more than 
happy to present you Djane My Canarias next high quality release. This artist 
EP contains only finest dancy tech house originals made by YouVV´s *Hause-
Frau* herself. Five tracks - ***** stars, for one woman. YouViVi di Lala..!
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